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/WELCOME

The patients who we feature in this issue of Helimed 56 both 
use the phrase ‘second chance to live’ when they describe the 
opportunity that the quick intervention of our critical care 
team has given them. Back in November last year we were 
able to reunite Gerry Hibberd with Doctor David Sutton, who 
was on duty on the day that Gerry suffered heart failure whilst 
on a short local shopping trip. We seldom get the opportunity 
to reunite patients and the HEMS teams who cared for them, 
so it is always a very special moment to learn directly from 
them of the impact that our Critical Care teams have had upon 
their lives.  

Our service is all about people and our new charity strap 
line sums this up perfectly:

Ordinary people . Extraordinary care . Supported by You

As Her Majesty the Queen said in her Christmas message: 
charities today are characterised by ordinary people doing 
extraordinary things. Our Critical Care teams are made up of 
ordinary people who bring exceptional pre-hospital care to 
those who need the highest level of urgent medical treatment, 
whenever, and wherever they are. We can only deliver this 
service thanks to the outstanding support that we receive 
every day from the communities that we serve.  Without your 
support, we simply could not continue to save lives.

Thank you. 

Alex Lochrane 
Chief Executive

Just 10 years ago Hampshire and Isle of Wight Air 
Ambulance began saving lives in our community. When we 
first launched our Helicopter Emergency Medical Service 
(HEMS) we operated a Bolkow 105 aircraft, flying for eight 
hours a day, five days a week, from our airbase in Thruxton. 
Our Air Ambulance team was made up of a pilot and two 
paramedics, some of whom still fly with us today. 

This year we celebrate our 10th anniversary year and 
today, thanks to your support, we are one of the leading 
Air Ambulance charities in the UK. We now fly both day and 
night, 365 days a year, bringing our advanced Critical Care 
Team of paramedics and doctors to the scene of an incident 
within minutes, ready to deliver the same level of care, and 
using equipment similar to that which you would expect 
from a hospital emergency department. This just could not 
be achieved without the support of the many organisations 
who work quietly in the background. I want to take this 
opportunity to say thank you to the teams of volunteer blood 
bikers who, on behalf of local charity SERV Wessex, deliver 
life-saving blood and plasma to our airbase every 48 hours. 
In addition, my sincere thanks to the staff in UHS path lab 
who prepare and package that blood for us, and also to the 
SCAS staff who deliver equipment and stores to the hangar 
regularly, in order that the aircraft is fully equipped and 
ready to go. I hope that you’ll agree with me that our service 
has come a very long way in the past ten years. 

Our 10th Anniversary is also the right time to update our 
branding to help highlight the enormous advances which 
have taken place within our service and how it is delivered. 
After extensive public and internal research, we have 
developed branding which truly reflects what we do and how 
we do it, and you can see this in an infographic on page 14.
Another vitally important factor in delivering our truly gold 
standard of pre-hospital care is education and training, 
and both play a very important part in the day to day lives 
of our critical care team. The immersive simulation suite 
that Consultant Paramedic Els Freshwater describes on 
page 18-19 is used on a daily basis between missions and 
allows teams to fine tune their skills and procedures and 
discuss ways to improve and learn together in an open and 
professional atmosphere. Skip to our news section on  
page 2 and you’ll see a photograph of our newly launched 
Critical Care Team Vehicle (CCTV) which also plays an 
important part in our education and training programme. 
Bringing a parallel capability to your Air Ambulance, the 
CCTV not only allows us to reach the more difficult urban 
areas in our region, but it has more space to allow trainee 
Pre-Hospital Emergency Medicine Doctors and Paramedics 
to tackle real emergencies under the careful supervision of 
more experienced colleagues. Often, however, our teams 
have little time to train between missions, and Pilot Marcus 
Doyle’s account of the day in the life of an Air Ambulance 
pilot on page 10-11 is a very good example of this.

to the Spring edition of Helimed 56
Welcome 

Please do take a few minutes to read this important letter.

As you may be aware, new data protection regulations coming into 

force very soon will mean that, in common with all other charities in 

England, the way that we are allowed to communicate with you will 

change during the course of the year, depending on what you consent 

to receive. I hope you will not mind, but I will need to contact you 

during 2017 at various points to ask if you would like to continue 

hearing from us, as well as to ask you specifically how you would like 

us to keep in touch with you.

Without your permission to contact you via email, letter, text, 

telephone or direct mailing about charity campaigns, promotions 

or general information, we will not be allowed to get in touch with 

you to update you on your Air Ambulance. So do please look out for 

my first request for your permission to contact you, which will be in 

the Autumn edition of Helimed 56, and do please use the freepost 

envelopes we will provide to ‘opt in’ to receiving our news. Thank you. 

Photo: Simon Heron – 3Men2
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In February we launched our brand new 
Critical Care Team Vehicle. A specially 
converted Volvo XC90, it will initially 
operate seven days a week, during the 
day. Because the vehicle is able to respond 
quickly to emergency situations in areas 
less accessible by the helicopter, it allows 
the helicopter to respond to more distant 
emergencies, including those on the Isle of 
Wight. In addition, the Critical Care Team 

HIOWAA Grant Fund 
Dedicated Blood Bike

An extension of our current 
service, our Critical Care Team 
Vehicle is crewed by a team of 
a HIOWAA doctor and specialist 
paramedic and provides the same 
enhanced care as that delivered 
by the helicopter.

Stamp Appeal
In an age where technology 

seems to be taking over and 
‘snail mail’ is becoming a 
thing of the past, did you know 
that the old-fashioned stamp 
appeal is still going strong and 
is helping HIOWAA raise the 
vital funds it needs to keep the 
Air Ambulance flying?

Since 2013, the selling  
of used postage stamps  
has raised just over £10,000. 
On average we receive £15 
for every 500g of trimmed UK 
stamps and £12 for every 500g 
of trimmed foreign stamps and 
any donated stamp albums/
large collections are sent to a  
local auction. 

This is where you can help. 
Please keep sending your used 
postage stamps to our office in 
Southampton where they will 
find their way to our volunteer 
Chloe, who sorts and sells 
them on. 

Ideally, stamps should 
be sorted into foreign and 
UK stamps, as they are sold 
separately. If possible, they 
should be trimmed, leaving a 
1cm gap around the outside of 
the stamp - damaged or torn 
stamps cannot be sold on. 

 
Our address:

HIOWAA Stamp Appeal
Hampshire and Isle of Wight  
Air Ambulance
22 Oriana Way
Nursling
Southampton
SO16 0YU

‘Our volunteer riders are proud to 
be associated with HIOWAA and to be 
able to play their part in helping to 
bring the hospital to the patient’.

- Tim Bennett, SERV Wessex

/NEWS

Vehicle acts as a vital training platform 
for our highly skilled medical teams who 
undergo a great deal of training to achieve 
and maintain their skill sets. 

The programme has been a resounding 
success and over 29,000 children from 
schools, youth groups and nurseries across 
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight have now 
benefited from a 30 minute interactive 
presentation designed to equip them with 
the vital skills that could one day save a life.

At the forefront of the campaign are 
six super hero characters, inspired by the 
charity’s team of paramedics, doctors and 
pilots. The characters are featured on a 
website (www.hiowaa.org/skyheroes56) 
specifically designed for young people, so 
that they can access vital safety information, 
fundraising ideas,  games and a news page 
of activity from across the region.

Mark Potter and Andrew Rome from Knight Frank 

Leading global estate agent Knight 
Frank became a HIOWAA Corporate 
Partner in 2014. They have  
provided  us with the support that 
we needed to launch our award 
winning ‘Be a 999 Hero’ Schools 
and Youth Programme and helped 
to spread awareness for HIOWAA 
throughout our region.

HIOWAA’s  
Corporate Partner:  
Knight Frank 

Looking for a run with a difference? Thanks to 
Southampton Airport, we are inviting runners to 
experience the thrill of racing along the runway of 
Southampton Airport at a unique 5k event in aid of 
HIOWAA. The race will take place on Sunday 25th June 
and is open to all abilities and to those aged 12 and over. 
With only 500 places, be sure to book your place today 
before they all fly away! 

For more details please contact ian@hiowaa.org

The icing on the cake came in November last year when we were awarded an Association of 
Air Ambulances Award of Excellence in recognition of the success of our education programme 
and the part that it has played in spreading our life saving message to children aged 4-11 
across our region. 

We could not have achieved this without the support of Knight Frank who have been hugely 
supportive at every stage.

Be a 999 Hero

/COMMUNITY & CORPORATE

Our Critical 
Care Team 
Vehicle

HIOWAA has donated a dedicated blood bike 
to SERV Wessex, whose volunteer blood bikers 
operate a regular transportation service from 
University Hospital Southampton to the HIOWAA 
airbase in Thruxton, changing the blood carried 
by the Air Ambulance every 48 hours. The 
donation cements HIOWAA’s relationship with 
the fabulous blood bikers who give their time to 
provide an indispensable service.

Using sophisticated temperature controlled 
packaging, which keeps the blood safe to use, 
volunteer blood bikers carry one fresh box of two 
units of blood to the HIOWAA Critical Care team 
in Thruxton three times a week.  Any blood that 
is not used within 48 hours during emergency 
missions is then transported back to University 
Hospital Southampton for use in theatres. The 
journey from University Hospital Southampton to 
the HIOWAA Airbase in Thruxton is a round trip 
of approximately 80 miles.  

 Winning the Campaign of the Year Award for our ‘Be a 999 Hero’ programme
Ph
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On 12th October, Gerry left home 
for a short local shopping trip to 
Amesbury, Wiltshire. All seemed 
normal as she left the house. Some 
30 minutes later, I received a 
telephone call to tell me that she 
was at a local business premises, 
complaining of shortness of 
breath. Within 3 minutes I received 
another call telling me that I should 
attend ASAP, as the situation was 
not looking good, and that an 
ambulance had been called. 

I arrived soon after to find my wife lying 
on the ground with a Community First 
Responder conducting CPR and a paramedic 
attaching a defibrillator to her chest. It 
certainly looked like it was already too late! 
I wasn’t permitted to assist, for obvious 
reasons. The defibrillator wouldn’t allow a 
charged shock to be administered as it had 
detected an output in Gerry’s heart. The CPR 
continued unabated. Gerry had also suffered 
a pulmonary oedema and was bleeding into 
her lung. Fortunately, the paramedic was 
able to insert a tube to clear the blood from 
her airway.

A double crewed ambulance arrived 
and CPR was handed over to a paramedic 
before the First Responder took over again. 
A clinical supervisor, together with the 
Wiltshire Air Ambulance road crew, arrived. 
The only thing missing at this stage was an 
Air Ambulance. Air support had already been 
requested, and as the Wiltshire  
Air Ambulance was already attending 
another mission, a request was sent for a 
nearby Air Ambulance to attend.

Fortunately, the town of Amesbury is only 
8 miles from Thruxton Airfield; the base of 
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Air Ambulance.  
I had only ever considered them in passing 
and donated the odd coin when on trips 
into Andover Town Centre. I was used to 
seeing the ‘old’ Bo-105, EC-135 and the 
newer H-135, all bright yellow helicopters 

in the local skies, but never in my wildest 
imagination did I think that I, or one of 
mine, would ever require their services. 

The Air Ambulance arrived very soon after 
it was requested and landed nearby. I stayed 
in the background, allowing the transfer to 
take place. I had previously been asked to 
write down all of Gerry’s details, as well 
as details of her medication and medical 
condition, so I didn’t feel I was  
a ‘mere spectator’.

Dr Sutton, from the 
Air Ambulance crew, 
informed me that he 

was familiar with HOCM 
(very few are) and that 

they would fly directly to 
Southampton Hospital... 

His words gave me an 
untold amount  
of confidence

He told me that it would take between 
10-12 minutes to fly to Southampton and 
that, unfortunately, there was no room for 
me! To see the helicopter take off and fly off 
towards Southampton was, however,  
a great boost.

As an aside, I have escorted ambulances 
in a previous occupation, some at breakneck 
speed! The journey from Amesbury to 
Southampton via the City of Salisbury 
and the A36/M27 could never have been 
done in 10-12 minutes. Was that a major 
contribution to my wife’s ultimate care and 
survival? I’m 100% certain that it was!

I arrived at Southampton Hospital to find 
that Gerry had already been taken to the 
Intensive Care Unit. She remained there 
on life support for 5 days, until signs of her 
recovery were evident. She became less 
dependent on the machine and started to 
breath for herself. Eventually she had an 
implanted cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) 

fitted inside her chest and wired into her 
heart. This should help prevent further 
episodes.

Gerry and I are both well aware of the 
importance of the Air Ambulance service. 
Do we take it for granted? I think we’re all 
guilty of this and accept it as part of normal 
life. The care and professionalism shown by 
everyone involved was superb, but without 
the rapid intervention of the Air Ambulance 
and crew, I’m confident that I would not be 
writing this article. 

What for the future? For Gerry’s part, she is 
still suffering from HOCM but has received a 
‘second chance’. As for the Air Ambulance, it 
is still flying and anyone reading this article 
could need its services at any time, although 
I sincerely hope not! Up until now I wasn’t 
aware that all Air Ambulances in the UK are 
charities. This is an unashamed ‘plug’ for 
Hampshire and Isle of Wight Air Ambulance, 
and I would urge any of you to help them in 
any way you can.

“The care and 
professionalism shown by 

everyone involved  
was superb”

A very grateful Norman.
 
P.S Hampshire and Isle of Wight  
Air Ambulance has also got two  
new supporters!

/UPLIFTING  STORIES

Geraldine &
Norman Hibberd

Not your normal Patient story. Norman Hibberd tells the story of the day  
that HIOWAA came to the rescue of his wife Geraldine. 

My wife recently required the 
services of Hampshire and Isle of 
Wight Air Ambulance. Her incident 
was horrific. She has no recollection 
of the events leading up to or during 
it and so I am going to explain.

My name is Norman and I’ve 
been married to Geraldine (Gerry) 
for 41 years. Some 30 years ago, 

Gerry was diagnosed as suffering 
from Hypertrophic Obstructive 
Cardio Myopathy (HOCM). This is 
an inherited disease which, up until 
then, had remained undetected. 
It basically means the heart walls 
thicken and that everyday activities 
become laboured and difficult. 

In June 2016, we travelled 

to Barts Hospital in London for a 
regular heart check up. Gerry was 
told that it was highly likely that 
she would suffer heart failure within 
5-10 years or possibly sooner.  
We never considered ‘sooner’  
as an option.  
 
How wrong we were...

Geraldine gets the chance to meet 
and thank Dr Sutton at our air base 
in Thruxton, near Andover

Photos: Simon Heron – 3Men2
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/EVENTS

 In September last year we re-launched  
our HIOWAA Family Fun Day at Sandown Airport on  
the Isle of Wight. 
 The day was a huge success with over a thousand 
people attending and a variety of stalls and activities for 
people to enjoy. There was even an appearance from the 
helicopter and Critical Care Team but thankfully, not in their 
emergency capacity!  
 Families on the day were entertained by the Raw 
Samba band, Whitgar Morris Dancers, Huxley Magic and 
by a dance off between HIOWAA mascots Teddy Medic 
and Pilot Paws, who were nearly kidnapped by the Storm 
Troopers. With a vintage fun fair, bouncy castle, classic cars, 
circus skills, a visiting fairy princess and an array of crafts, 
plants, jams and jewellery on sale, the day had something 
for everyone. The local emergency services came along to 
show their support and to provide awareness for the Air 
Ambulance and other emergency services on the island.  
 In total the day raised over £3,500 for HIOWAA. 
It could not have been a success without the help of 
Sandown Airport, DTM Traffic Management Solutions, our 
entertainers, stall holders, Critical Care Team, staff and 
fantastic volunteers.

Saturday, 16th September

This year our Family Fun Day will take place on 
Saturday 16th September from 11am till 4pm 
at Sandown Airport. If you would like to be 
involved please email sophie@hiowaa.org or 
just come along and be part of the day!

Sandown’17 The day raised over £3,500  
for HIOWAA last September. 

Volunteer At BoomTown Fair!
Get involved, join the crew and raise funds for HIOWAA.  

We are recruiting volunteers to help out at BoomTown Fair in return for  

Free Entry To The Festival  

SUNDAY 6th AUGUST - MONDAY 14th AUGUST 2017

To apply for volunteering email: boomtown@hiowaa.org

Storm Troopers meet our HIOWAA mascots

Our Family Fun Day attracted the crowds last year

a

Extraordinary
Service

years of

10th Birthday 

Join us for our Family Fun Day  
on Saturday, 1st July  

at Thruxton 
Motorsports Centre  

SP11 8PW

10am - 4pm

1

Circus Performers, Fun Fair, Vintage Vehicles, 
Fire Engines, Bouncy Castle, Face Painting,  
Dog Show, and more!  
Your chance to meet the Critical Care Team  
and see our Helicopter.

CELEBRATION

Free entry!
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As a keen and regular cyclist, I went out with my medical 
student son for a bike ride in the quiet country roads near  
our home.

It was Sunday 28th August at about 4:30pm. Apparently, the 
weather was perfect but I remember nothing about the afternoon 
or the ride because I was involved in a serious accident which left 
me unconscious, spluttering blood, with a smashed bike helmet 
and a head injury, a broken scapula, several broken ribs and 
severe gashes to my elbows and knees. The account of my accident 
below is written from my son's perspective.

I needed to be taken to University 
Hospital Southampton as soon as 
possible.

My son later told me, “The Air 
Ambulance crew managed your situation 
well; they kept calm and worked 
systematically and professionally. They 
worked efficiently as a team to bring 
you the help you needed as quickly as 
possible. I was very upset at the time and 
I was grateful that members of the crew 
took the time to talk to me and see how I 
was doing.”

As I was completely unconscious, 
I have no idea what happened next. I 
would not regain consciousness for some 
days. What I do know is that my life was 
saved by both the Air Ambulance crew 

and the NHS Accident and Emergency 
and Major Trauma doctors and nurses 
who worked late into Sunday night, 
through to the early hours of Monday. 
I have much love and respect for them; 
for their dedication to their work, and 
for saving my life. I have been deeply 
moved by the care and kindness that 
I experienced at University Hospital 
Southampton and I have written to the 
Chief Executive to praise all the staff 
who looked after me.

I also am very grateful to the 
unknown jogger who stopped and called 
emergency services. Without that initial 
call for an ambulance, it could have been 
the end for me.

A second chance to live. 

Finally, thank you to Hampshire and Isle of Wight Air 
Ambulance. You have given me a second chance to live and 
be with my family through your fast and effective action.

There was no other traffic on the road 
and the cause of my accident is still a 
mystery to me. Did an animal, perhaps 
a deer, jump out and collide with me, or 
did I have a mechanical failure?

My son had waited for me on a climb 
and when I did not show up he came back 
to look for me and found me unconscious, 
spluttering blood. Putting me in the 
recovery position, he set off to get help 
but could not find anyone at home in the 
houses nearby. He met an elderly couple 
who had no mobile phone. Desperate, he 
ran back to me to find a passing jogger 
who was already calling the emergency 
services on his mobile.

An ambulance arrived and after examining 
me, they called the Air Ambulance.  

/UPLIFTING STORIES

It doesn’t matter how large or small  
your gift is. Every gift is valuable and  
will help your Air Ambulance save lives.

For more information, please ring us  
on 02380 333377 

We strongly recommend that you consult a solicitor or 
financial advisor when making or amending a Will. Your legal 
advisor will help you arrange matters to the best advantage 
of all concerned. It can also be immensely helpful if you 
inform us that you have left a Legacy because it helps us to 
plan for the future and gives us the opportunity to express 
our gratitude and make appropriate recognition of  
your generosity. 

Leave a Legacy 
The Gift of Life

Photo: Simon Heron – 3Men2

/FUNDRAISING

In 2016 £109,903.67 was left to Hampshire and Isle of Wight  
Air Ambulance by supporters of our life-saving service in 
memory of loved ones who had passed away.  In addition, 
more than £344,479.30 was left to us in the form of charitable 
bequests (also known as Gifts or Legacies).
 By leaving us a gift in your will, you can help us save 
lives, as well as helping future generations. Funds may not 
be readily available to make gifts during your lifetime, but a 
Legacy is sometimes the greatest gift you can give that could 
help secure the long-term future of Hampshire and Isle of 
Wight Air Ambulance. It will also allow us to plan for our 
future by having an indication of upcoming support. 
 A gift to your Air Ambulance is taken out of your estate 
before inheritance tax is assessed. By making a bequest you could 
reduce or avoid tax and know that you are helping to save lives 
after your death with the money bequeathed. Depending on the 
current tax laws, leaving a gift to the Air Ambulance in your Will 
may reduce the estate tax burden on your heirs.

Photos: Simon Heron – 3Men2

My experience has taught me 
several lessons:

Always Carry a Mobile Phone 
when out riding

Wear a Bike Helmet 
it may save your life

1

3
2

Our Doctors and Nurses are 
Amazing People  
we should treasure and support them

Paul  
Blackburn
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replenish the drugs and medical equipment that have been 
used; in just 10 minutes the Air Ambulance is ready for 
further tasking. Now, there is the post-mission paperwork to 
be done, and possibly some tea to be drunk, but this will be 
abandoned if the radio again bursts into life... 
 The Air Ambulance night crew has already arrived and are 
busy briefing, in preparation for night shift duties. By 6pm a 
formal handover is completed and the second shift begins. 
It is early evening and still daylight when the next task is 
received – a young boy on a bicycle has been hit by a car. The 
helicopter is quickly airborne, but, only a few minutes into 
the flight, an update is received on the radio: it is confirmed 
that the child has only minor injuries and the Air Ambulance 
can stand down and return to base. There is a sense of relief 
among the team. 
 Midnight approaches and with it comes a call for the 
Air Ambulance to respond to a multi-car collision on the 
M3, with reports of numerous casualties. Night operations 
present additional challenges: the crew wear Night Vision 
Goggles attached to their flying helmets, allowing terrain and 
obstructions to be seen in the darkness, and the helicopter 
has sophisticated electronic mapping, a power line detector 
system, and a powerful searchlight to help locate wires 
and obstacles. Darkness also adds to the complexity of 
an accident scene and, as the helicopter flies towards its 
destination, the doctor and paramedic discuss a plan for 
triaging and treating the casualties they expect to find. 
The first Emergency Vehicles are already on scene as the 

helicopter approaches - their blue flashing lights are visible 
some distance away, but through the Night Vision Goggles 
everything appears as shades of green. The helicopter 
orbits overhead as the Critical Care Team carries out a  
well-practiced procedure, pinpointing wires and other  
landing hazards, before a safe landing site is identified in 
a field immediately next to the motorway. Seconds after 
touching down, the doctor and paramedic shoulder medical 
backpacks and make their way towards the vehicles. 
 On this occasion, injuries are not as severe as initially 
reported – all of the casualties are able to be transported to 
hospital by road ambulance, so once the treatment at scene 
has been completed, the Air Ambulance returns to Thruxton.  
It is 1am. 
 No further tasks are received before the 2am shift ends,  
so the helicopter is towed into the airbase hangar and  
dekitted. It’s not quite the final action of the night, however, 
and there are still a few hours before the day team arrive; 
an opportunity for the aircraft engineer to complete any 
maintenance required on the helicopter. 
 It has taken in excess of £9,000 to keep the Air Ambulance 
operating for this single day, a cost supported entirely by 
public donations to the Air Ambulance charity. The day’s 
events have, for the Critical Care Team, been as unpredictable 
as ever. For its patients, they have been unexpected and 
unwished for. Today, the Critical Care Team have endeavoured 
to improve the outcome for their patients wherever possible, 
and tomorrow they will do the same.

Today, the Critical Care Team have 
endeavoured to improve the outcome 
for their patients wherever possible, 
and tomorrow they will do the same.

Marcus Doyle 
 It has, so far, been a quiet morning at the Hampshire and 
Isle of Wight Air Ambulance airbase. Outside, the Airbus 
H135 helicopter is poised, distinctive in its yellow and green 
livery. Inside, the pilot and Air Ambulance Critical Care Team, 
comprising a doctor and paramedic, use the opportunity to 
catch-up with some ever-present admin. Suddenly, a familiar 
two-tone beep from the radio that each team member carries 
grabs everyone’s attention. A voice follows: “Helimed 56, I 
have a job for you”.   
 Helimed 56 is the radio call sign for the Hampshire 
and Isle of Wight Air Ambulance, and the call is from the 
Ambulance Service Emergency Operations Centre. The pace 
of the morning immediately changes as the crew move briskly 
into a well-established routine that will see the helicopter 
airborne in 4 minutes, on its way to an incident… 
 The shift had begun that morning in a familiar 30-minute 
pattern, as the Critical Care Team brought the Air Ambulance 
to readiness. The helicopter was started, its systems tested 
and set; the medical drugs and equipment likewise checked 
and loaded on board. The aircraft was now ‘primed’ and 
ready to launch without delay, in the event of an emergency 
call. The team had completed their daily brief, discussing 
weather, airspace and other issues relevant to flying, plus 
individual roles and responsibilities during a mission – there 
would be no time to go over this detail following a call-out. 
Had it been a Friday morning, an extra task would have 
been required of the Critical Care Team: the application of 
soapy mops to the helicopter paintwork to keep it looking 
resplendent! Otherwise, the format for the day was from 
hereon unpredictable… 
 On hearing the radio call, the pilot and doctor go directly 
to the helicopter. When the paramedic follows them a couple 
of minutes later, having gathered more details about the 
incident and plotted a line on a map to its location, the 
helicopter rotors are already turning. A traffic collision has 
left a driver trapped in a vehicle with serious leg injuries.  
 The incident is 20 miles away, but just 10 minutes later 

 The pace of the morning 
immediately changes as the crew 
move briskly into a well-established 
routine that will see the helicopter 
airborne in 4 minutes...

 It has taken in excess of £9,000 to 
keep the Air Ambulance operating for 
this single day, a cost supported entirely 
by public donations to HIOWAA. 

”

”
A day  
in the life of...

The HIOWAA Critical Care Team in the flight planning room.

the helicopter lands at the scene by the road and the doctor 
and paramedic use the specialist on-board equipment to 
sedate and stabilise the patient, allowing extrication by 
the Fire Service. One hour and 12 minutes after landing, 
the helicopter is again airborne, transporting the patient to 
University Hospital Southampton, a Major Trauma Centre 
with a purpose-built helipad. The patient is soon in the 
hospital emergency department, having already received 
vital care from the Air Ambulance Critical Care Team in the all 
important ‘golden hour’. 

 As the Air Ambulance is about to clear from the hospital 
and return to Thruxton, further tasking comes through on the 
radio, this time a heart-attack patient on the Isle of Wight. 
The helicopter arrives on the Isle of Wight in 12 minutes and 
flies the patient directly to the Cardiac Unit of the Portsmouth 
Queen Alexandra Hospital for emergency treatment.  
 It is just past 5pm when the helicopter lands back at our 
Thruxton airbase. The priority is to refuel the aircraft and 
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Mandy and Rob were at home that 
day and Rob was looking forward to the 
weekend; shopping, walking the family dog 
and seeing members of the family. Rob was 
making a cup of tea when the call  
came through...  

It was a FaceTime call from David’s son 
Reid who was asking ‘Where is my Daddy? 
Reid had tried to FaceTime his father and 
a police officer had answered the call. The 
officer hadn’t said anything but Reid told 
us that he could see the officer and an 
ambulance on his iPad. Panic set in as we 
knew that David, who was on his way to 
pick up Reid for Saturday morning football, 
should have already been with him. I felt 
sick and anxious, not knowing what had 
happened, but fearing the worst.

I jumped in the car straight away, 
retracing the route that David would have 
taken to pick up Reid from football. In the 

/UPLIFTING STORIES

Robert Mullen
Rob and his wife Mandy have been married for over 39 years and have four children as well as six grandchildren. Rob is a 

Construction Manager working for Redrow Homes, and Mandy spends most of her time caring for her grand children whilst their 
parents are at work. On 16th January 2016, Rob’s eldest son David had an accident that changed all of their lives.

The Helicon

The logotype

Alex Lochrane CEO of HIOWAA commented

In February we unveiled a new brand 
identity to coincide with our 10 year 
anniversary. Since our first operational flight 
in 2007, the service that we provide to the 
community has evolved considerably and our 
new brand identity reflects these changes. 

Central to our new brand identity is a new logo.  
In January 2016 HIOWAA became one of the first 
Air Ambulance services in the country to commence 
night operations. The sun and moon shaped graphics 
incorporated in the new logo illustrate the fact that the 
charity’s life-saving service is now available day and 
night, 365 days a year. 

HIOWAA unveils

Identity
New Brand

VALUES
Openness
Teamwork
Dedication
Professionalism

Vision 
To always  
bring exceptional  
pre-hospital  
critical care to you.

Mission 
To ensure that, through your support, 
we always bring exceptional critical 
care to people in Hampshire and the 
Isle of Wight.

Ordinary people . Extraordinary care . Supported by You

 A medical cross at the centre of  
the logo represents the Air Ambulance 
Critical Care teams who bring their 
life-saving care to the most seriously 
ill or injured people in Hampshire and 
the Isle of Wight. Highly skilled crews 
of doctors, Critical Care paramedics 

and pilots can be at the scene of 
an incident within minutes, ready 
to deliver the same level of care 
that you would expect from a 
hospital emergency department.

We have been on quite a journey over the 
past few months. We began by carrying 
out research to find out how we are 
perceived in our community.  
This helped inform our decisions when 
creating our new logo and resulted in a 
powerful new strap line: 

Ordinary People.  
Extraordinary Care.   
Supported by You.  

Our new brand identity is all about the 
ordinary people who play their part in 
helping to save lives, 365 days a year.   
We also redefined our brand values, 
vision and mission statements to reflect 
better our service and where we aim to 
go in the future.

Our Brand is all 
About People.

 We are eternally grateful to HIOWAA and I know that without the doctor on 
board that day, David would not be with us now.  

meantime Mandy had received two or three 
phone calls from Kat, David’s wife, saying 
that the police had rung and were coming 
round to our house. We knew straight away 
that this meant that things were serious. We 
were both frantic and the journey seemed 
to take forever.  We hit a road block and 
decided to head directly to University 
Hospital Southampton.

It was when we got to the hospital that 
we learned that David had hit a reinforced 
brick wall after skidding on a sheet of ice. 
We later learned that the tenant of the house 
had called for an ambulance and that the Air 
Ambulance had been dispatched, landing in 
an adjacent field.

David suffered a severe head injury 
and was in a coma for three weeks and 
in hospital for about eight weeks. He had 
rehabilitation at home for several months 
and is still recovering now.

The accident has changed all of our 
lives. My wife and I spent so much time 
at David’s bedside and the waiting room 
became a little sanctuary where we shared 
our experiences with other families and gave 
each other comfort. We try to reflect on the 
good times, like the time when David sat up 
on the edge of his bed, helped by members 
of the rehabilitation team, and cheekily 
winked at me with one eye and at his Mum 
with the other. I knew then that David was 
going to be ok. We have so many memories; 
the first time David opened his eyes, his 
first movements and his first steps. It was 
just like when he was a baby and we were 
learning all over again.

We are eternally grateful to HIOWAA and 
I know that without the doctor on board that 
day, David would not be with us now.  
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 Oliver joined HIOWAA in October 2016 and was 
born in North London and raised in Surrey. When not at 
school, he spent most of his teens playing rugby and, after 
graduating from university, he moved to New Zealand to play 
representative rugby for a year. Based in Christchurch, Oliver 
worked for a project management company and travelled and 
surfed in his time off. He spent the rest of his twenties doing 
an eclectic mix of jobs. He joined the London Ambulance 
Service in 2009 as a student paramedic and qualified in 2012. 
He, and his now wife, moved from Twickenham to the Peak 
District so they could rock climb and ride their bikes more. 
He worked in Manchester as an ambulance/response car 
paramedic and in 2014 joined the Hazardous Area Response 
Team (HART) which specialises in providing the ambulance 
response to particularly hazardous or challenging incidents, 
and in some cases where there is a mass casualty incident. 

Oliver Saddler is one of the 
paramedics in HIOWAA’s 
Critical Care Team

CrewMeet theONE  
JUMP

for your Air Ambulance

Register Now

Location:
OLD SARUM 
SALISBURY 

SP4 6EB

To take the jump contact 
ian@hiowaa.org or call 

023 8033 3377

Charity No: 1106234

Dates for 2017:

2 September 

3 September

What qualifications do you need to be  
an Air Ambulance paramedic?
 You must be a Health Care and 
Professions Council (HCPC) registered 
paramedic and have a BSc in Paramedic 
Science, Emergency Care or a health related 
subject with a full UK Driving Licence with 
the C1 endorsement and an emergency 
driving qualification. There are also other 
desirable criteria, such as a teaching or 
mentoring qualification and further study. 
I’ve got a Postgraduate Certificate in  
Pre-hospital Critical Care, for example. These 
extra qualifications are a nice to have, not 
need to have. For anybody thinking about 
applying for the role, I’d say that being able 
to show that you’ve spent some time looking 
into what it is that we do is really important.  
Hard work and effort pays off.

What sort of person do you need to be  
an Air Ambulance paramedic?
 I’m not sure there’s a specific ‘type’ of 
person that you need to be; we’re a pretty 
diverse bunch working on Helimed56! It 
sounds clichéd, but being prepared to do a 
bit extra certainly helps, along with wanting 
to learn and develop both the service we 
provide and your own skills.  
All of our paramedics are studying  
towards a Postgraduate Diploma at the 
University of Southampton, which requires 
a lot of time and commitment. Buying into 
the team model we use is essential. This 
means being prepared to voice your opinion 
and listen to those of others. Everybody has 
something to offer and we are continuously 
learning from each other. Everything we do 
is driven by doing the best we can for our 
patients, every time.

Can you tell us a bit about the selection 
process for becoming a HIOWAA paramedic?
 It’s quite a rigorous process. As with 
many job applications, my selection process 
began with an online application form where 
I had to list my qualifications and experience 
and provide a statement that described how 

I met the essential criteria listed in the  
person specification. Once I had got past this 
stage, I took a fitness test at RAF Odiham 
which involved completing a bleep test and 
swimming assessment in a flight suit, as well 
as some underwater swimming and treading 
water. I also had to take an Objective 
Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) at 
the HIOWAA airbase in Thruxton to test my 
clinical and scene management skills whilst 
under pressure, all the time being observed 
by members of the team. Because of the 
nature of some of the locations where we 
treat patients, and the importance of feeling 
comfortable lifting and carrying things, we 
also underwent a lifting assessment, carrying 
both our HEMS response bags and a patient 
on a stretcher.  
 This was followed by a familiarisation 
day on the helicopter with one of the HEMS 
paramedics and doctors. I flew in August, 
on one of the hottest days of the year, with 
fellow HEMS Paramedic Louise Wigmore 
and Dr Simon Hughes. It was a brilliant 
experience and gave me a taste of just how 
hot it can get in the helicopter - I wasn’t 
doing anything and I was sweating! We did 
an informal navigation exercise with the 
pilot, which I found a bit of a challenge. 
Although I’ve done a bit of map reading in 
the past, doing it from the air whilst covering 
2 miles a minute was a bit different and I’m 
still getting the hang of it now! 
 Finally, there was a face to face 
interview with a panel of 4 people. This was 
an opportunity for the interviewers to  
ask me questions about all sorts of things;  
what I knew about current advances in  
pre-hospital critical care, challenges for the 
NHS, governance, the important work the 
charity does and some things about me. 
Although it was daunting and I was nervous 
beforehand, the panel put me at ease, which 
is how I have felt ever since joining the team 
in October last year.

How long is your working day?
 The rostered shift lengths are between 

10 and 12 hours, but it really depends. 
Sometimes we can overrun if we get called 
out towards the end of a shift (the longest 
I’ve had is 4 hours) but none of us mind, 
because invariably it means we’ve had to 
help a patient. We work a shift pattern of 4 
shifts on and 4 shifts off which means I get 
a good amount of time away from work to 
exercise, see friends and do boring day-to-
day stuff.

What do you do when you are not  
out on a job?
 There’s a lot to do! We need to check 
equipment, keep the helicopter and  
response car clean, use the Immersive 
Simulation Suite to practice different 
scenarios and revisit jobs we have attended 
to make sure we are continually focusing on 
providing the very best care we can.  
Pre-hospital medicine is a rapidly advancing 
field, so it’s important that we keep up to 
date with e-learning and current clinical 
developments and at the same time that we 
study for our university modules and drink 
the occasional cup of tea or coffee!

Is there any particular job that you have 
attended that stands out in your memory?
 There are lots, but one that stands 
out in particular was when I was part of 
the response to a large mill explosion near 
Macclesfield in 2015. Seeing how various 
organisations worked together was really 
interesting and being involved in searching 
for survivors on such an unstable site really 
brought home how lucky we are to have such 
fantastic emergency services in the UK.

What makes you get out of bed in the 
morning?   

 My wife!

What do you do to relax? 
 I like to plan the next skiing trip, ride 
my bike, go climbing and catch up with 
friends over a decent pint…
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Simulated patient monitors, 
controlled by iPads, provide 
realistic information on the 
patient’s condition and feedback 
after a procedure has been 
performed or a drug given.
 
Regular training helps the existing 
crew to stay sharp and to practice 
infrequently performed procedures 
such as open chest surgery.

Immersive
Simulation  
Suite

     The HIOWAA Critical Care Team may be 
called upon at any time to help the most 
severely injured and unwell patients in our 
area. In order to provide high-level critical 
care, previously only available to these 
patients in hospital, the team needs to train 
hard for every eventuality. 
     Training is currently facilitated in a 
number of ways, from regular team training 
days to ad hoc clinical simulations during 
less busy times on shift. The new airbase at 
Thruxton was designed with this requirement 
in mind and has a state of the art immersive 
simulation suite. Multiple projectors and 
speakers allow realistic incident scenes to be 
produced at the base with options ranging 
from the side of a busy road to a lakeside 
footpath.  
     Liz Shewry (HIOWAA Doctor and  
Medical Lead for Simulation at UHS) told us: 
‘Simulation is used throughout healthcare 

to train staff safely and immersion really 
creates convincing environments for the staff 
working as part of the HIOWAA team. We 
are so pleased that HIOWAA has understood 
the importance of training and the role 
of simulation and supported us in the 
development of this innovative facility’.  
     Simulated patient monitors, controlled 
by iPads, provide realistic information 
on the patient’s condition and feedback 
after a procedure has been performed or a 
drug given. The team use live actors, often 
medical students, as casualties on which 
they can perform life-saving interventions, 
but they also have mannequins, which are 
extraordinarily life-like in appearance. 
     Regular training helps the existing crew 
to stay sharp and to practice infrequently 
performed procedures such as open chest 
surgery. In addition, there is a need to train 
new members of the team such as trainee 

Critical Care Paramedics and the new doctors 
who are part of the national Pre-Hospital 
Emergency Medicine training programme. 
Both doctors and paramedics attend a week 
long Helicopter Crew Course, now jointly 
run by HIOWAA and Thames Valley Air 
Ambulance (TVAA), which equips them with 
the fundamental skills and knowledge to allow 
them to be part of the HEMS team.  
     Outside the base, the Critical Care 
Paramedics undertake a Postgraduate 
Diploma in Advanced Clinical Practice. This 
gives them the underpinning knowledge, at 
Masters level, to support their workplace 
based learning and also equips them to 
critically analyse current research in  
pre-hospital emergency medicine.  
Feedback from the team on this element of 
their programme has been extremely positive 
and they have really enjoyed working with a 
multi-disciplinary faculty and students at the 

University of Southampton and University 
Hospital Southampton.  
     The team also undertake clinical training 
courses, many run by University Hospital 
Southampton, including the Children’s Trauma 
Course and the Major Trauma Grand Sim 
which was widely reported last year in the 
local press, radio and television. They all now 
hold qualifications in Advanced Life Support 
and Advanced Paediatric Life Support, helping 
them to effectively manage the resuscitation 
of both adults and children.  
     Working closely with HIOWAA doctors has 
many additional benefits for the paramedics, 
including being able to undertake placements 
within the Emergency Department of local 
hospitals and also in theatres with their 
anaesthetist colleagues. This enhances 
learning by providing on-the-job teaching in a 
busy hospital environment. 



We love 
receiving your 

drawings!  
Perhaps you’d like to draw 

our helicopter, or one of our 
paramedics or doctors?  

Please email your drawings 
to melissa@hiowaa.org and 

we’ll feature the best ones in 
our next issue.

WHO WILL GET A 
PRESENT?

See who will find their way  
to the presents first. 

Time for Fun!

Connect  
the dots

 
Find HIOWAA’s  

favourite mascot.

Lottery enquiries 023 8005 7722

WIN  
£500

/FUNDRAISING

Flight For  
Life Lottery

The lottery costs £1.00 per week, with a draw taking place every Friday. Results can be 
found on our website at www.hiowaa.org, or in the local press.

For a chance to win and help keep your  
Air Ambulance flying, join our weekly lottery

Ellie, aged 5

Freddie, aged 6

Grantham Farm Montessori school

2nd Calmore Brownies
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OUR CORPORATE PARTNERS

Southern Vectis Buses
Stannah

TAG Farnborough Airport
The Directory Group

TNG Consulting Engineers
Tonic Analytics Ltd

Valley Leisure
Waitrose

Wessex Health Education
WP Recruitment 
Zurich Insurance

3 Men2 are proud to support  
Hampshire and Isle of Wight  
Air Ambulance

For a full list of our Corporate Supporters, 
visit our website at www.hiowaa.org

Allianz
Adam Architecture

Baker Davidson Thomas
Blue Bubble Lettings

British Automobile Racing Club
Co-op

Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl)
Deloitte
Denplan

Exxon Mobil
Fenn Night Vision 
Gunwharf Quays
Hewlett-Packard

Hover Travel 
HSBC

Irwin Mitchell Solicitors
Job Centre Plus

Knight Frank
Leonardo (UK)

Marks and Spencer plc
MRH Retail

National Motor Museum, Beaulieu
Novum Law

Old Mutual Wealth
Omnimed Ltd

R+W Civil Engineering
Red Funnel Ferries

Red Mist Leisure Ltd
Roadchef

Rooksdown Ltd
Sainsburys
SB Joinery

SHB  Vehicle Hire and Management
Signature Flight Support

Southampton Airport


